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We are committed to

Pursuing sustainability as a business opportunity
 Service the Dutch SME market guided by client intimacy where it matters and
efficiency everywhere else
 Drive the sustainable agenda to accelerate the sustainability shift, which
contributes to society and our financial performance
 Grow our top line profitably and manage costs effectively
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Leading bank in the Dutch market through client intimacy and efficiency

Leading SME bank in the Netherlands
Primary bank for c.25% of Dutch enterprises
Selective ABF presence in UK, GE and FR1)

Stable base of
365k clients

Sector focus and digital for basic needs
Clear sector knowledge, a differentiator in NL
Aim to serve clients’ basic needs digitally

Innovative value propositions
The new standard in
online borrowing

Smart global trading with
one multi-currency account

A new payment variant between
enterprise and consumer

Solid contributor to group
c.20% of gross income, strong ROE 15.3% (YTD)
Client lending EUR 42bn, client deposits EUR 45bn (YTD)

1) Asset Based Finance in United Kingdom, Germany and France
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Sustainability as a growth opportunity, responding to market & client needs

Rationale

Key levers

Targets

 Major shift towards sustainability in NL
 A ‘pull’ in the market for sustainable &
circular solutions/deals 1,2)
 Currently 52% of clients engaged in
sustainability, 25% already active 1)
 Large growth opportunity, estimated
market potential for SMEs in NL 3)
− Energy transition: EUR 14bn
(2019-2030)
− Circular transition: EUR 7bn (yearly)
 Risk profile of clients engaged in
sustainability is better

 Engagement strategy by pro-actively
approaching all clients to facilitate their
transition
 Knowledge & experience of sector,
products and technology
 Develop innovative financial products
& solutions also with partners
 Stimulate knowledge sharing through
platforms and education

 Energy transition: real estate portfolio
to obtain an average label A score by
2030
 Circular transition: finance 100 circular
deals, total EUR 1bn by 2020

1) GFK, 2 November 2018; Sustainability, a research on sustainable entrepreneurship
2) For 80% of clients sustainability is an agenda topic
3) Sources: Energy - Dutch Government report regarding the Climate Agreement / Circular - Analysis based on data of the Dutch Central Bureau for Statistics
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New business propositions will lead to additional sources of income

Energy Transition

Circular Transition

Description

 Transition to reduce CO2 emissions
 Real estate is responsible for 40% of total
carbon emission

 Declining natural resources & sharing economy
lead to the transformation from linear to circular
economy

Examples1)

 Vibers: natural material to replace plastic
 Debt and equity raising for Dutch wind farm

 ‘Product-as-a-service’: pay for usage instead of
ownership
 HOMIE: washing machines – pay per use
 ‘Light as a service’ with smart LEDs

Opportunities

 Give clients insight into label by using the
Sustainable Investment Tool
 Support clients to improve and find financial
solutions, a clear business opportunity
 Help make real estate more energy efficient
(beyond Mission 2030)

 Build a ‘materials bank’ to manage the material flow
 Facilitate trade for re-usable materials and products

1) Examples where ABN AMRO advised or provided financial solutions
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Leveraging on partners is key in achieving our sustainability goals

Partnerships are essential to service clients

Examples

 To respond to client needs, improve client intimacy and
strengthen stickiness

Shift in energy transition

 Engage in partnerships to leverage innovative capabilities in
sustainability, e.g. with Ecochain

 CO2 emission scans to provide clients
insight into savings potential and where
to invest effectively

 Provide a platform to offer clients a range of own/partner
services in order to do business easily, e.g. opportunity
network

Build eco-systems

 Will generate more fee business and enable us to offer new,
innovative products & services

 Create ecosystems to accelerate
projects and cooperation within
sustainability

 Help to accelerate and offer us introduction into new markets,
e.g. value added /beyond banking services

Access to platforms
 Support enterprises in doing business
easily by providing access to platforms
via ABN AMRO
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Clear profitable growth supported by sustainable revenues

Track record

Future growth

 Good income growth reflecting higher volumes driven
by more client demand

 Future (loan) growth in line with Dutch GDP

 Despite competitive market, margins remained
resilient

 Broaden the source of income, increasing fees, e.g.
with new sustainability initiatives

 Client intimacy based on sector & product expertise

 Provide services in a more sustainable way

 Maintain profitable growth and steer revenue mix

 Increase touchpoints in customer journeys

Operating income, EUR bn

Client lending, EUR bn

Future

2.0

1.8

2015

42

38

2016

2017

Last 4Q

2015

2016

2017

Growth
in line with
Dutch GDP

2018 Q3
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Good progress in improving costs and efficiency

Realised by several drivers

Future levers to lower costs

 Introduction of new management structure early 2017 leading
to delayering and improved span of control

 Rationalise product offering (in all categories) by c.50% in 2020

 Merger Lease and Factoring proposition into single Asset
Based Financing organisation

 Develop simple solutions, optimise processes and
documentation to improve efficiency

 Introduction of sector-based approach (e.g. resulting in
centralisation of activities such as support)

 Continue exploring alternative business models and new ways
of offering products (e.g. New10, from labour-intensive to
platform driven digitally)

 More efficient way of working (a.o. COO organisation adopted
Agile way of working)

 Improve (operational) efficiency through convenient and fast
digital basic services to deliver ‘hassle free banking’

 FTE 8% lower vs. Q3 2017, expected to decrease further

FTEs trending down

Cost/ income ratio

2,931

2017 Q3

2,704

2017 Q4

2018 Q1

2018 Q2

2018 Q3

53%

2015

50%

2016

2017

Last 4Q
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We are committed to

Pursuing sustainability as a business opportunity

 Service the Dutch SME market guided by client intimacy where it matters and

efficiency everywhere else
 Drive the sustainable agenda to accelerate the sustainability shift, which
contributes to society and our financial performance
 Grow our top line profitably and manage costs effectively
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Disclaimer
For the purposes of this disclaimer ABN AMRO
Group N.V. and its consolidated subsidiaries are
referred to as "ABN AMRO“. This document (the
“Presentation”) has been prepared by ABN
AMRO. For purposes of this notice, the
Presentation shall include any document that
follows and relates to any oral briefings by ABN
AMRO and any question-and-answer session
that follows such briefings. The Presentation is
informative in nature and is solely intended to
provide financial and general information about
ABN AMRO following the publication of its most
recent financial figures. This Presentation has
been prepared with care and must be read in
connection with the relevant Financial
Documents (latest Quarterly Report and Annual
Financial Statements, "Financial Documents").
In case of any difference between the Financial
Documents and this Presentation the Financial
Documents are leading. The Presentation does
not constitute an offer of securities or a
solicitation to make such an offer, and may not
be used for such purposes, in any jurisdiction
(including the member states of the European
Union and the United States) nor does it
constitute investment advice or an investment
recommendation in respect of any financial
instrument. Any securities referred to in the
Presentation have not been and will not be
registered under the US Securities Act of 1933.

The information in the Presentation is, unless
expressly stated otherwise, not intended for
residents of the United States or any "U.S.
person" (as defined in Regulation S of the US
Securities Act 1933). No reliance may be placed
on the information contained in the Presentation.
No representation or warranty, express or
implied, is given by or on behalf of ABN AMRO,
or any of its directors or employees as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information
contained in the Presentation. ABN AMRO
accepts no liability for any loss arising, directly
or indirectly, from the use of such information.
Nothing contained herein shall form the basis of
any commitment whatsoever. ABN AMRO has
included in this Presentation, and from time to
time may make certain statements in its public
statements that may constitute “forward-looking
statements”. This includes, without limitation,
such statements that include the words ‘expect’,
‘estimate’, ‘project’, ‘anticipate’, ‘should’, ‘intend’,
‘plan’, ‘probability’, ‘risk’, ‘Value-at-Risk (“VaR”)’,
‘target’, ‘goal’, ‘objective’, ‘will’, ‘endeavour’,
‘outlook’, 'optimistic', 'prospects' and similar
expressions or variations on such expressions.
In particular, the Presentation may include
forward-looking statements relating but not
limited to ABN AMRO’s potential exposures to
various types of operational, credit and market
risk. Such statements are subject to

uncertainties. Forward-looking statements are
not historical facts and represent only ABN
AMRO's current views and assumptions on
future events, many of which, by their nature,
are inherently uncertain and beyond our control.
Factors that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those anticipated by forwardlooking statements include, but are not limited
to, (macro)-economic, demographic and political
conditions and risks, actions taken and policies
applied by governments and their agencies,
financial regulators and private organisations
(including credit rating agencies), market
conditions and turbulence in financial and other
markets, and the success of ABN AMRO in
managing the risks involved in the foregoing.
Any forward-looking statements made by ABN
AMRO are current views as at the date they are
made. Subject to statutory obligations, ABN
AMRO does not intend to publicly update or
revise forward-looking statements to reflect
events or circumstances after the date the
statements were made, and ABN AMRO
assumes no obligation to do so.
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1082 PP Amsterdam
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Website
ABN AMRO Group: www.abnamro.com/ir

Questions
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